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“Sure.” The man curled up his lips. Even his pair of beguiling eyes seemed clearer than
usual—it contained a gleam that she had never seen before.

Janet blinked as she looked into his eyes and smiled. “So, someone really hid in the
washroom and cried?”

Mason was going to peck the girl’s forehead, but her words caused him to pause in his
movement and calmly replied, “Babe, you have mistaken.”

Nevertheless, Janet knew the man well. She stretched out with her hands and pushed the
man onto the bed while slightly raising her eyes to look at him, as well as his eyes. After
that, she gently pressed her lips on his and whispered, “Mason, don’t cry. You should be
happy.”

Mason slowly opened his eyes as a smile appeared at the corner of his lips. “You are right—I
should be happy. After all, the girl I love the most has agreed to marry me.”

They looked into each other’s eyes and all the sounds behind them faded away. At that
moment, all they could hear was each other’s heartbeats and the sound of the electrical
shock that coursed through their body when they drowned in each other’s gaze.

“Babe, can we announce that we are getting engaged?” the man suddenly asked.

Janet froze before her pink lips curved upward. “Sure.”

Not long after that, Mason posted a new tweet on his Twitter.

‘Mason: Let me tell everyone some good news—the woman whom I love the most has finally
agreed. We are having our engagement next week. @J’Adore.’ There was a photo attached
together with the post. In the photo was a man pressing a woman against the wall while
kissing her.

From the side of his face, it was obvious that the man was Mason, but as the woman’s face
was held by him, her face could not be clearly seen. However, since it was a public
announcement made by Mason himself, the woman would have to be J’Adore.



In mere seconds, the tweet appeared on the list of trending news and made the headlines,
breaking the record by becoming the hottest and most shared post in the history of Twitter.

#The most powerful person in Asia officially announced that he is getting engaged#

#Mason and J’Adore’s engagement#

‘F*ck! What’s going on?’

‘F*ck! My idol’s relationship with J’Adore has reached the stage where they are going to get
married?’

‘Oh, my God! That’s impossible. Didn’t they claim that it was only a show that they put up?’

‘Oh, God! Is my idol actually getting married soon???’

‘This is not a show!!! Our idol has confessed that J’Adore is the woman he loves the most!!!’

‘Ugh, I am so envious of her. Mason really adores J’Adore.’

‘I feel like crying; it’s as if my house has collapsed!’

‘I have been waiting for them to announce their breakup as well, but unexpectedly, he
announced that they are getting engaged?! Ugh, I am so jealous of her!!!’

‘I am crying now. Mason, I wish you a happy life.’

‘It makes me cry as well. The couple that I adore did not receive a good ending. It is time for
us to give up on rooting for the ‘Jason’ couple!’

“Sob. Me too. I thought that there was a chance of Mason and Janet being together, but it
turns out that it was merely our fantasy.’

‘I am going to the other side. I am changing my stand by rooting for Mason and J’Adore as a
couple instead.’

In less than 10 minutes after Mason’s public announcement, fans of Mason and Janet as a
couple either changed their stands or disassembled their groups. As most of the fans who



supported Mason and Janet as a couple rooted for his relationship with J’Adore, the latter’s
fanbase instantly gained a few millions of new participants.

At the same time, the dissatisfied fans of the ‘Jason’ couple posted on Twitter as well.

‘Why… Why did Mason get engaged to J’Adore? I disagree with this marriage!’

‘I know right. It is so obvious that Mason and Janet are more compatible.’

‘In my opinion, Mason and J’Adore are in an arranged marriage for their families to join
forces. It is just a show.’

‘I agree. Maybe they are together because of their mutual interests.’

‘That’s right. I have seen a lot of similar dramas where wealthy families join forces through
marriage.’

‘Well, that might be true. Otherwise, why hasn’t Mason posted anything to flaunt his
relationship with J’Adore?’

‘Exactly. Anyway, there is no relationship that could possibly exist between couples that are
married for the sake of benefits.’

‘I agree. Let’s stay put in this fanbase and wait patiently for Mason to divorce J’Adore!!!’

When the post was published, the fans of Mason and J’Adore as a couple were unhappy,
causing both fanbases to cross swords on Twitter.

‘The ‘Madore’ couple is standing strong, but you shameless fans of the ‘Jason’ couple
actually look forward to them getting a divorce!!!’

‘Fans of the ‘Jason’ couple have no right to say such things!!!’

‘These are all mere fantasies of the fans!’

‘I agree. Who do you think Janet is? Does she have a strong background like J’Adore?’



‘One needs to know that J’Adore is the leader of the MX!!! Do you guys even know what
organization that is?’
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‘Alright; I know. He’s equivalent to the leader of a country.’

‘That’s right—he’s the leader of a country. On the contrary, Janet is just the young lady of the
Jackson Family. There’s nothing to be proud of.’

‘Yes. Initially, I didn’t hate Janet but fans like you are too annoying.’

As soon as that comment was posted, Janet’s fans became even more unhappy.

‘What do you mean by ‘Janet is just the young lady of the Jackson Family’?’

‘I’m afraid you don’t know her different identities!’

‘Let’s list it out for them!’

‘Janet is beautiful and kind. Not only is she the famous painter Master Nato, she’s also
Night Shadow, the car racer. Besides, she’s the famous composer and female idol, Sweet
Tune Guru. Not to mention a famous author and the tenth chairman of the Writers
Association.’

‘That’s right. She’s also the first person in history to get full marks for the university entrance
exams!’

‘Hear, hear! Does J’Adore have these capabilities? Does she?’

‘Ha! She’s only the leader of a group, yet she’s showing off here. There’s nothing for her to
show off! What a d*uche!’

‘That’s right. After listing it out, I’m starting to think that Mason is not good enough for
Janet.’



‘Ha! Now that you say that, I think so too. No wonder Mason is together with Janet. I guess
they both suit each other.’

‘You’re right. Mason is definitely not good enough for Janet!’

The fighting power of the fans who shipped Mason and Janet—the ‘Jason’ couple—was no
weaker than the fans who shipped Mason and J’Adore—the ‘Madore’ couple.

Fans from both sides were insulting and quarreling with each other online.

The entire trending page was full of all three names—J’Adore, Mason, and Janet.

Meanwhile, Henry had posted, ‘Congratulations to Young Master Mason @Mason, who has
finally brought @J’Adore home. I’ll address you as Mrs. Lowry in advance.’

Lee also posted with his public account, “Congratulations to @Mason and @J’Adore. My
earnest blessings to the newlyweds.’

The three major families in Sandfort City and the two other major families tagged J’Adore in
their post, making the ‘Madore’ couple’s fans think that Henry and Lee were on Mason and
J’Adore’s side.

Hence, the fans who shipped the ‘Jason’ couple retaliated.

‘See—even Young Master Moss and Young Master Sanders support J’Adore, yet some other
fans still aren’t giving up!’

‘Even Young Master Moss and Young Master Sanders have already posted, so that must be
real!’

‘Mason has a good relationship with J’Adore, yet there are still some people who like to
destroy it!’

‘Why doesn’t she see if she is good enough or not?’

‘Precisely. I’ll be real honest with you—Janet is not good enough for Mason.’

‘Yes! J’Adore is a much better match for him.’



The voices from the ‘Jason’ couple fans were quite loud, so there were a few official pages
who could not take it anymore and stood up for Janet.

An account with the handle of ‘Sandfort City Best Art Parlor’ posted, “This is a drawing from
Master Nato. It was sold last week with a price of 100 million. @Janet is simply too
impressive!’

The official account of international car racing posted, ‘Night Shadow’s speed is still
unbeaten @Janet’.

The official account of the Writers Association also chirped, ‘Warm Blade II from Rose
reached 100 million in sales today @Janet’.

The global fan account of Sweet Tune Guru then posted, ‘The view count of Sweet Tune
Guru’s video is the most worldwide @Janet’.

Even the official account of the Education Bureau posted, ‘Our previous candidate who got
full marks in the college entrance exams just won the International Medicine Competition
for Novice @Janet’.

When the ‘Jason’ couple’s fans saw these main accounts standing up for Janet, their
confidence was immediately restored.

‘Ha! Janet has so many identities!’

‘Indeed; she’s so excellent that no man is good for her!’

‘That’s right. Janet is so outstanding that she should just shine on her own!’

‘The ‘Jason’ couple should be disbanded from today onwards!’

‘The reason for the disbandment is not because of Mason’s official post, but because
Mason is not good enough for Janet anyway.’

‘Yes! We should quickly run away, otherwise we might get implicated with the pile of sh*t
coming our way.’

A fan account that supported the ‘Madore’ couple then commented, ‘Who are you talking
about?’



Upon seeing that, the fan account that supported the ‘Jason’ couple replied, ‘The person
who replied to us first, of course!’

Both fans were quarreling ferociously online, making Twitter a rather provocative place.

Because of the huge amount of discussion, Twitter’s system actually crashed a few times.

And so, the programmers in Twitter had to work overtime until 3 AM, but no one would
understand their misery.

At the Lowry Residence, the people involved in this incident looked at the netizens
quarreling among each other in amusement.
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While hugging Janet, Mason asked lovingly and adoringly, “Babe, I can’t bear to see the
‘Madore’ couple’s fans insulting you online.”

Upon hearing that, Janet chuckled lightly and arched her eyebrows.

“But you bear to see J’Adore being insulted by the ‘Jason’ couple’s fans?” she deliberately
asked.

Mason was instantly speechless upon hearing that as he was stumped.

After all, no matter if it was Janet or J’Adore, both were his beloved.

Seeing that he could not answer her question, Janet mocked him intentionally, “What a
playboy.”

“Yes, yes; I am a playboy.” Mason grabbed Janet’s fumbling hand and lowered his head to
kiss her. “Not only do I like Janet, I like J’Adore as well. Of course, two are simply not
enough, so I’m in love with Doctor Sandra as well. Three is also not enough, so I took a
liking to Master Nato. Meanwhile, I realized that the Queen of Gamblers, Jasmine, is quite
attractive. However, even after adding Jasmine, there are only five women. Of course, five



is still not enough to satisfy me, so I also fell in love with Night Shadow. Even though six is
slightly too many, I still love Rose. Oh—we can’t forget about Sweet Tune Guru as well, so
that brings the total to seven women. After I have Sweet Tune Guru, I also cannot leave out
Shadow 1—the woman who fought till life and death with me.”

Mason recited all of Janet’s identities in one go. Then, he stretched out his hand to lift her
chin gently.

“Even so, I don’t think I’m a playboy because these women are all my beloved—my one and
only Jan.”

Janet blushed but she retaliated strongly as well, “I, too, am in love with many men. I love
Dark Shadow, the master of Black Rain, and the leader of the Hawke Kingdom, Prime
Minister Welch. But my favorite is you, Mason.”

With that, both of them laughed out loud in unison.

Mason touched the tip of her nose gently and adoringly. “Childish girl.”

“Do you like childish girls then?” Janet blinked and teased.

“Of course I do,” he replied softly, a gentle look in his eyes.

After seeing Mason’s public announcement, the happiest people were not the ‘Madore’
couple’s fans, but someone who had been seeking out opportunities to speak to J’Adore.

Hiding in a small rented room, Emily’s hands were trembling.

She stared fixedly on her phone and she almost cried out loud due to her agitation.

After so many months, I finally have the opportunity to speak to J’Adore!

As soon as I tell her about Mason cheating on her with Janet, Janet is definitely doomed.

Apart from J’Adore, Old Madam Lowry will also bring Janet down.



Even though I have the bad reputation of plagiarizing others’ work, compared to Janet’s
reputation of being the mistress in other people’s relationships, my plagiarizing incident
doesn’t seem that serious anymore.

Perhaps Megan might even think that I’m better than Janet and ask me to go back to the
Jackson Family.

As soon as Megan makes that request, Brian will definitely agree to it!

When the time comes, my status would be completely opposite of Janet, and she will be
living a life that’s a hundred times worse than mine at the moment!

As long as Janet has a worse life than mine right now, all the sufferings I’ve been through
are nothing!

“My dear Janet!” Emily gritted her teeth resentfully with a ruthless smile on her face. “You
are the one who chose to be another person’s mistress shamelessly. Since you are so
shameless, don’t blame me for being cruel! In the end, you are no better than me and you
will be defeated by me!”

With that, Emily laughed out loud.

Her cruel laughter reverberated throughout the entire room that she rented.

The scale of their engagement party was not going to be any less grander than Mason’s
26th birthday party.

After all, he was not the only person involved. J’Adore, from the MX, was also involved in
the engagement.

It was vital for one to know that both of them already had a high status. If they got married,
no one would be able to even surpass them.

Hence, no one would want to miss such an event.

After all, it would make their families and ancestors proud if anyone could attend this event.

It was also highly possible that their company and stocks would increase multiple fold.

Unfortunately, not just anyone could attend the engagement party.
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The name list of the guests who would attend the engagement party was checked
thoroughly.

The invited guests were either the rich or the noble, and only a few people were invited.

The next day, Old Madam Lowry sat at her main spot on the dining table happily.

Mason curled his lips into a smile and he was in a jovial mood as well. “Grandma, I’m afraid
you’d have to help out with the engagement party this time.”

Old Madam Lowry beamed. “Of course! Janet is my granddaughter-in-law, so I’m going to
throw the most lavish engagement party in the world for her!”

Then, she signaled to Janet with her eyes. “Right, little cutiepie?”

Janet froze for a few seconds before she realized that Old Madam Lowry was actually
referring to her. She nodded and had no idea what to say, so she merely replied, “Just do as
you please.”

Old Madam Lowry smiled triumphantly. “Sure.”

Since Janet is not opposed to it, I’ll just go ahead and put my heart and soul into this party.

After all, I can’t afford to mistreat Janet, who is one of the best people in the world.

At this moment, Old Madam Lowry suddenly recalled something and asked, “By the way, are
you going to notify your parents about the engagement, Janet?”

Indeed, Janet did not know how to answer this question.

After thinking about it for a moment, she replied, “It’s fine for them to come but I don’t want
them to know my identity.”

Old Madam Lowry nodded understandingly. “Janet, I get what you mean. Leave it to me.”



Janet twitched her pink lips into a smile, “Thank you, Old Madam Lowry.”

Upon hearing that, Mason smiled mischievously before he said in a low voice, “You can
change the way you call her now.”

“What?” Janet did not understand what he meant.

“Call her ‘Grandma’.” He laughed gently.

Janet blushed and looked at the old woman on the main seat as she said softly, “Thank you,
Grandma.”

Her sweet and clear voice slowly rang out.

Upon hearing that, Old Madam Lowry clapped happily, a wide smile on her face. My
goodness—my little cutiepie is finally calling me ‘Grandma’!”

She could not wait for the engagement party to arrive so that she could show off her
obedient granddaughter-in-law to the entire world.

Once she imagined what Janet would look like in the engagement gown, Old Madam Lowry
was elated.

When Janet saw the old madam’s excited and elated expression, her pink lips twitched into
a smile.

If Grandma Jade knows that I’m engaged, she will also be very happy.

But she has been traveling around in Markovia. Forget it; I’ll just tell her when the wedding
happens.

After breakfast and before Janet and Mason had even realized it, Old Madam Lowry
disappeared, most probably busying herself with the preparations of the engagement party.

Mason suddenly grabbed Janet’s hands and said, “Babe, I can’t accompany you to university
today. Be careful on your way there.”

Upon hearing that, Janet merely looked exasperated. “How many times have you told me
this yesterday?”



She did not forget the way he told her repeatedly that he had an important thing today, so he
could not send her to the university.

Mason merely chuckled in a low voice and flicked her nose gently. “I’ll be off now.”

“Alright.”

Janet smiled as she saw him leave.

Meanwhile at the Jackson Residence, Megan frowned as she looked at the invitation in
confusion. “Dear, why are we invited to J’Adore and Mason’s wedding?”

Even though Jackson Enterprise was quite successful, they were still a distance away from
the nobles. On top of that, the Lowry Family only invited people from the upper-class in
Sandfort City.

Even if the Jackson Family applied to attend the invitation, it would be impossible, let alone
being invited personally.

Brian was also confused about this but since it had already happened, there was bound to
be a reason. He frowned and replied uncertainly, “Perhaps the Lowry Family is doing this on
behalf of Grandma Jade?”

“Impossible.” Megan shook her head. “Even though Grandma Jade has a much higher status
than us, she’s not that important until the Lowry Family would want to invite her personally.
This time around, all the guests are from upper-class society.”

Brian was even more confused upon hearing this. He scratched his head and muttered,
“Forget it. Instead of brooding on this, why don’t we think of what would be a good present
for them?”
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Since the Lowry Family had already invited them, there was no reason for them to reject the
invitation.



Hence, Megan nodded. “Alright. I’ll ask Grandma Jade about her opinion.”

Brian suddenly recalled something and said, “By the way, ask Janet to join too.”

Upon hearing that, Megan nodded in agreement. “Yes. It will be good to let her experience a
large-scale event like this too. Apart from that, it’s best to appear as a family.

Meanwhile in the medical school of Woodsbury University, everyone was discussing the
engagement between J’Adore and Mason.

“I’m heartbroken!” Someone sobbed.

“I didn’t expect Young Master Mason to really marry J’Adore!”

“Otherwise, would he have married you?”

“Yeah! No matter what, Mason and J’Adore are the perfect match for each other.”

“Alright, but I’m so jealous. I’m a fan of the ‘Jason’ couple.”

“What? You’re still mentioning Janet at this point?”

“Why can’t I do that? What has she done?”

“You probably don’t know about this then. Remember the surgery training for third year
students last week? Initially, Janet applied for it but in the end, she did not appear for some
reason.”

“No way! Who told you about this?”

“Who else? The third year seniors in medical school are all talking about it!”

“My goodness! Is she running away from practical training?”

“I bet she is! She’s the winner of the International Medical Competition for Novice! If she
doesn’t have practical knowledge, it’s going to be really embarrassing.”

“I also heard that she had an argument with Tina Favre from the third year.”



“Oh gosh—this is too confusing! I don’t know who to support at this moment!”

Since Janet had applied for a week’s leave, Abby, Sharon, and Summer missed her very
much.

They did not have the mood to listen and chat about gossip at this moment.

Knowing that Janet was returning to university on this day, they were already waiting for her
in the corridor.

Sure enough, she appeared at the entrance of the university at 8 AM sharp.

Abby’s eyes lit up as she skipped to Janet and buried herself in her embrace. “My Janet, I
missed you so much!”

Since Janet was in a good mood, she was not annoyed by Abby’s show of affection. Instead,
she ruffled Abby’s hair as she said, “Alright, alright. The more you hug me, the messier your
hair will be.”

Sharon laughed. “Janet, you don’t know how much Abby has been talking about you for the
past few days.”

“Exactly! Do you know how much she missed you?” Summer chimed in.

Looking at both Sharon and Summer, Janet revealed a half-smirk. “What about you girls?
Don’t you miss me?”

“We do.”

“Of course we do!”

Sharon walked forward to link her arm with Janet’s. “I wonder what you’ve been doing for
the past week.”

“Yeah; I bet you don’t know about the huge incident in the medical school,” Summer said as
she pouted.

“What is it?”



“W-Well, it’s just some…” Summer stammered ambiguously with a peculiar expression on
her face.

Janet arched her eyebrows and curved her lips into a half-smile. “Were they talking about
my absence during the medical training?”

Summer slowly raised her head and nodded. “Yes, but you don’t have to take it seriously.
After all, you have so many identities so it’s normal for you to be away.”

Janet smiled but she remained silent.

Seeing that she was in a good mood, Sharon spoke carefully after making sure that there
wasn’t anyone around them. “Janet, actually the three of us are curious about your identity…”

Abby scooted closer to them and asked mysteriously, “Tell us the truth, Janet—do you know
Doctor Sandra?”

Summer added, “Or perhaps, are you Doctor Sandra?”

Upon hearing that, Janet pursed her lips before one corner of her lips twitched. Just as she
was about to say something, however, a woman’s voice suddenly rang out from behind
them.

“Oh—the most famous person in our university has finally returned!”

Taken aback by the voice, the three of them turned around to see a girl walking to them with
her arms crossed in front of her chest.


